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industry ChAnge

 –  unprecedented change will profoundly 
reshape the automotive retail service, 
repair and recycling industry over the next 
decade. Some businesses will not survive, 
others will adapt and seize opportunities.

 –  greater communication and education 
on these changes is required to ensure the 
actions that need to be taken for industry to 
remain effective, viable and sustainable and 
to mitigate potential social and economic 
impacts, are understood. 

ACtion 
AgendA

industry solutions

 –  Automotive industry sectors will adopt 
improved self regulation, pursue greater 
business acumen and revitalise industry 
partner relationships.

 –  Peak Automotive industry bodies must 
unite behind issues common to the 
whole‑of‑industry be it manufacturing, 
retail, service, repair, recycling or motoring.

PArtnering government

 –  industry and government must 
partner more effectively to improve 
the integration and co‑ordination of 
services and policy initiatives.

 –  intervention required only to improve 
regulatory and economic reform and to 
mitigate the social impacts arising from 
industry restructure. 



exeCutive 
summAry
The retail, service, repair and recycling 
sectors of the Australian automotive 
industry are expected to face significant 
adjustment, or complete restructure, in the 
short to medium‑term. This will profoundly 
reshape business models, products and 
service provision and consumer/stakeholder 
relationships. As a result of this adjustment, 
some businesses will be forced to exit the 
industry, while others will need to adapt 
to seize opportunities for growth and 
long‑term sustainability. 

Change is already impacting some 
sectors of the Australian automotive 
industry, as the affects of globalisation; 
environmental protection policy; 
rapid technology advances; workforce 
shortages and changing skill requirements; 
shifting consumer behaviours; and the 
maturation, or decline, of business 
life‑cycles converge to create a period 
of unprecedented restructuring 
and economic upheaval.

A recent industry scan by Auto Skills 
Australia reports employment in the 
automotive industry has fallen by 
16,000 full time positions in the last 
12 months; mostly in the service and 
repair sectors. The report also states 
that, on average, some 450 businesses 
cease operations each year; most of 
these being small businesses employing 
between one and 19 employees. Despite 
these statistics, the scan also reveals 
significant shortages in some professions, 
declaring that there is a current shortage 
of 19,000 skilled mechanics.

The Australian Motor Industry Federation 
(AMIF) has developed Automotive 2018; 
a position paper designed to elucidate 
and tackle the challenges facing the 
industry, and serving as a platform 
to develop a cohesive and socially 
aware policy response.
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In recognition of the challenges facing 
industry, Automotive 2018 advocates 
three integrated, co‑ordinated and 
consistent strategies to:

 –  raise awareness and educate for the 
changes impacting industry; 

 –  develop industry driven solutions such as 
self‑regulation and business improvement 
strategies; and 

 –  strengthen government partnerships 
to map the entire industry (including 
inter‑relationships, dependencies, 
contributions to the national economy 
and social wellbeing) and then to 
develop a future national policy 
framework to guide government 
intervention and support. 

Who is AmiF?
the Australian motor industry Federation 
(AmiF) is the national peak body of the 
nation’s automotive retail, service, 
repair and recycling industry. 

in 2011, it replaced the motor trades 
Association of Australia (mtAA) as the 
public face of the industry in the delivery 
of advocacy and representation with key 

Federal government and commonwealth 
department stakeholders.  

AmiF members are the State and 
territory motor trades Associations 
and Automobile chambers of commerce, 
whose own members are the majority 
of businesses in these sectors.

AMIF believes that a ‘status quo’, or ‘do 
nothing’, approach is unsustainable and 
irresponsible. It is also unconscionable that 
industry and government would ignore 
the potential societal impacts arising 
from substantial industry restructures 
already underway, which could ultimately 
impact significant numbers of the 100,000 
automotive retail, service, repair and 
recycling businesses, which directly 
employ more than 320,000 of the 
estimated 475,000 Australians involved 
in automotive and related industries, 
which directly contributes $208 billion 
in aggregated annual turn‑over to 
the national economy.
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three 
strAtegiC 
Priorities  
& ACtions

1  enhAnCed AWAreness,  
 AdvoCACy & Promotion

ACTIonS:

  Increase awareness and understanding 
of change drivers and their impacts. 

 Educate on the skills, tools, equipment, 
processes and standards required to 
successfully adapt.

 Promote and encourage careers in the 
automotive industry.
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2  industry driven  
 solutions 

ACTIonS:

 Self‑Regulation: Adopt national industry 
standards to contribute to business 
sustainability and consumer value.

 Industry policy responses: Advocate 
co‑ordinated national industry policy 
responses to key economic and industry 
reform agendas.

 Strengthened industry‑wide collaboration 
and unity: Develop and adopt processes 
and actions to unite and strengthen 
industry collaboration. 

 Provide tools and processes to assist 
industry adapt: Provide specific 
tools to support members adapting 
to changing business requirements. 

 Training and skills: Provide supplementary 
training and skills programs to assist 
businesses adjusting to changing 
operating environments.

3  strengthened  
 government PArtnershiPs 

ACTIonS:

 Automotive Industry Green / White Paper: 
Government to immediately undertake 
a Green / White Paper process to: 

 –  quantify and qualify the real contribution 
of the entire automotive industry to the 
social and economic wellbeing of Australia;

 –    identify inefficiencies, remove duplication, 
remove ‘ad‑hoc’, piecemeal, uncoordinated 
policy responses to changing industry 
operations;

 –   reform taxation, red and green tape; and 

–   identify longer‑term policy framework 
for Government investment, regulation, 
taxation and co‑contribution.

 Training and Skills Development: 

 –  Continuing Government support of 
uniform skills and training requirements 
for the entire automotive industry.

–  Identify and implement programs for 
re‑skilling and repositioning workforce 
to meet demand. 

 Industry Adjustment / Restructure:  
Expand / develop the current Automotive 
Industry Structural Adjustment Program 
(AISAP) to cater for expected industry 
adjustment / restructure.
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Context

Automotive 2018 is an industry position 
paper detailing changes in the Australian 
automotive retail, service, repair and 
recycling industry. 

it assesses the impact of those changes and 
the threats and opportunities to be managed 
to ensure long‑term sustainability and the 
minimisation of negative social outcomes 
arising from industry restructure.

the Automotive industry is characterised 
by diversification, segmentation, 
fragmentation, specialisation, and wide 
geographic distribution. it has sometimes 
proved difficult, if not impossible, to drive 
wholesale nation‑wide change. 

the combined impacts of globalisation; 
increasing environmental concern; shifting 
consumer behaviours; a unique automotive 
market; rapid application of significant 
technology advances; automotive systems 
integration; workforce shortages; changing 
occupation and skill requirements; and a 
distinct lack of whole‑of‑industry public policy 
(rather than just automobile manufacturing); 
have created a period of unprecedented 
change that has dramatically impacted 
traditional business models, product and 
service provision and consumer relationships. 

in some sectors change is already well 
underway. in automotive retailing, Australia 
is the most competitive market in the world, 

placing increased pressure on already 
lean margins and resulting in dealership 
consolidation and a move to public entities 
from the once traditional family‑owned and 
operated dealerships. 

For independent service providers the 
number and variety of available marques 
and models, along with the rapid application 
of technological advances, is forcing a 
rethink of traditional business models and 
a move toward specialisation. there are 
emerging issues to be addressed, including 
who owns the information being generated 
by today’s contemporary motor vehicles 
and how that information can be reliably 
accessed and at what cost. For the repair 
sector the use of new materials, advanced 
methods of construction and the application 
of technologies that minimise the risk of 
collision, are fundamentally changing how 
the sector may operate in the future. All 
will require significant increases in business 
acumen and an examination of alternative 
business models and processes to survive.

on top of these challenges, global trends 
are further complicating the Australian 
automotive industry. KPmg’s 2012 Global 
Automotive Executive Survey cites growing 
urbanisation, environmental challenges, and 
shifting consumer behaviors, in part driven 
by access to information communications 
technology (ict), and the convergence of ict 
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and mobility, as being among the challenges 
facing the automotive industry worldwide. 
Any future policy response must be viewed 
through the context of these change drivers 
and consumer and societal inputs; this is 
what Automotive 2018 seeks to achieve.

domestic public policy debate continues to 
focus on what, if any, government support 
should continue to be afforded local 
automobile and component manufacturing 
to protect the industry’s established role 
as a technology innovator and economic 
growth multiplier through its linkages with 
other industry sectors. 

UnFoRTUnATEly ThE DEbATE hAS nEvER 
ExAMInED ThE InDUSTRy AS A WholE. 

the ‘Button’ and ‘new car’ plans necessarily 
addressed the manufacturing sector and 
ongoing productivity and competitiveness 
with only passing reference to reliant 
downstream sectors; including retailing, 
service, repair, recycling and a myriad of 
other dependent support businesses. While 
these plans, and other policy decisions, 
have arguably achieved their objectives of 
increasing productivity and competitiveness, 
they have also helped shape the Australian 
automotive industry of today, including some 
unknown or unexpected consequences. 

While there appears to be general agreement 
on the importance of the industry to the 
national economy and Australian society, 
views differ considerably on future support 
and / or intervention, and there is an 
overarching lack of understanding on the 
entire industry. Policy development outside 
these plans has largely been ‘ad‑hoc’ 
and reactive to single issue economic 
or environmental drivers. 

during all these changes, the nation’s largest 
small business group has quietly, efficiently 
and professionally kept 23 million plus 
Australians, in a fleet of more than 17 million 
motor vehicles, moving; and assured that 
our nation’s reliance on road transport 
remains viable. 

if consumer demand for services are to be 
continued to be met, then it is time for the 
domestic automotive policy debate to be 
widened to include the automotive retail, 
service, repair and recycling sectors and 
for an inclusive policy framework for the 
entire industry to be developed.

key industry 
ChAllenges 
inClude groWing 
urbAnisAtion, 
environmentAl 
ConCerns And 
shiFting Consumer 
PreFerenCes
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320,000 
WorKForce in motor retAil, 
Service rePAir And recycling

50,000
in cAr And cAr comPonent 
mAnuFActuring

100,000
BuSineSSeS

$208 billion
AggregAted turnover

the AustrAliAn  
Automotive industry

Current 
environment
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Many factors contribute to our unique 
automotive retail market. 

government policy settings have enabled 
a largely unconstrained, highly volatile, 
and competitive market to emerge. tariffs 
have reduced from more than 50% in the 
1980’s to 5% in 2010, even though high levels 
of protection continue to remain within many 
countries that also have a car manufacturing 
industry. Free trade agreements with some 
major trading partners have also contributed 
to the ease with which imported marques 
have been established in the Australian 
market. However, reciprocal benefits have 
been difficult for Australian manufacturers, 
with taxes and charges applied to Australian 
exports once landed. 

Factors such as those, combined with 
Australia’s reliance on road transport; 
relative lack of alternative public transport 
infrastructure; geographic dispersal 
of a small population; and, Australian 
consumers’ ongoing demands for new 
vehicles have resulted in the creation of 
the most competitive automotive market 
in the world. Australia is also one of only a 
handful of right hand drive countries (Japan, 
nZ, Southern Africa, india, indonesia and 

Current environment

Automotive 
retAil

the united Kingdom); with 34% of the 
approximately 80 million vehicles produced 
worldwide in 2012 being right hand drive. 

Australian consumers are spoilt for choice. 
23 million people have a choice of 67 
individual marques and more than 365 model 
variants within those marques, which come 
from 29 different countries. compare this 
with the over 40 marques servicing the 
315 million strong united States market; 
which is 15 times larger than Australia. 
Australian car ownership is also among 
the highest in the world with 747 vehicles 
for every 1000 residents.

Australian motor vehicle sales for 2012 
passed the million‑unit mark for only the 
fifth year in history. A record 1,112,032 sales 
was achieved as the market continued to 
recover from the impacts of international 
and domestic natural disasters in 2011 
and despite continuing unease caused 
by persistent global economic uncertainty. 
of these vehicles purchased, each one is 
peculiar to Australia due to design rules 
and regulatory requirements. So, even 
though a particular overseas model may 
look the same, it has attributes that can 
only be found in Australia. 
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on the one hand, this buoyant market 
maintains growth and strengthens 
competitiveness, thus creating enhanced 
retail opportunities. on the other hand, it 
also places increased pressure on franchised 
dealers in an already highly competitive 
market. tightening returns on already 
lean margins encourages dealers to increase 
emphasis on finance and insurance products 
and servicing revenue streams in order 
to gain a modest return on investment. 
this ongoing focus to retain customers for 
servicing after sale is a catalyst for change in 
other automotive sectors. 

the landscape of automotive retailing has 
also changed rapidly. dealerships are now 
multi‑franchise operations, with multiple 
brands on one site, or even multiple sites. 
there has also been significant growth 
in public listed dealership entities, which 
now account for more than 10% of total 
dealerships nationwide. traditional 
family‑owned and operated or private 
dealerships will survive, but in decreasing 
numbers. motor vehicle retailers are also 
under increasing pressure from urbanisation, 
information technology and changing 

AustrAliA hAs the World’s most 
diverse Automotive retAil seCtor: 
Consumers CAn Choose From 
67 marques with 365 model variants

consumer behaviours. the ubiquity of the 
internet now makes it a consumer research 
tool of preference, with online retailing a 
key component of moving stock inventories. 
Some manufacturers have even turned to 
direct online marketing for specialised low 
volume models. 

it is anticipated that the convergence of 
information technology and mobility will 
only gather pace.

Future critical issues for automotive 
retailing include:

 –  ongoing consolidation of dealerships 
and increasing moves from private to 
public enterprises;

 –  ongoing forays by manufacturers and 
online portals into ‘direct retailing’ through 
internet and online resources; 

 –   information ownership. Who owns and 
who can access the information that the 
car produces — the consumer, the dealer, 
the manufacturer, government or other 
parties; and 

 –   the skills required to service and repair 
high technology complex products.
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AustrAliA hAs 
the highest CAr 
oWnershiP in 
the world  
747 vehiCles  
Per 1000 residents

ProduCtion

15 yEARS AGo ToDAy

78% Imports

12% Local80% Local

20% Imports
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Today’s motor vehicle takes the concept of 
system and sub-system interoperability to 
extreme levels. 

technology applied to motor vehicles has 
increased significantly over the last decade 
including, in particular, the integration of 
mechanical, information and safety systems 
and the increasing use of alternative 
construction materials in response to 
safety, efficiency and consumer demands. 

Such innovation, and its rapid application, 
is driving change in all sectors of the 
automotive industry and the mechanical 
and motor body repair sectors in particular. 

A traditional business model of a 
‘one‑stop‑shop’ to service all makes 
and models of vehicle is under significant 
pressure. it is becoming increasingly difficult 
to have all the necessary tools, equipment, 
diagnostic computer capability and 
workplace skills to service 67 marques. 

Current environment

teChnology 
AdvAnCes

the speed with which innovation is being 
applied has already created flash points 
and illustrated the depth and breadth of 
emerging issues which, without industry 
and government pre‑emptive planning, could 
catch consumers off‑guard and continue to 
force ‘ad‑hoc’ piecemeal policy or regulatory 
responses as legislators attempt to catch up. 

there are increasing pressures for 
manufacturers to recoup billions of dollars 
in r&d investment. in order to maintain 
viability, dealerships are increasingly reliant 
on servicing as a significant part of their 
overall return on investment. the irony 
being that it requires additional investment 
in facilities, specialist diagnostic tools, 
training and skills development. 

the necessary role for independent 
mechanical repairers to provide competition 
and consumer choice is becoming increasingly 
difficult for them to maintain.
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Some independent mechanical repairers 
have decided it is already too hard and 
have adapted to changing circumstances 
by specialising in one or a few marques 
and making the necessary investment in 
the specific training, tools, equipment and 
facilities to service those marques. Some 
have already left the industry, while others 
are trying to survive by maintaining current 
business models and practices, which 
are becoming unsustainable. the role 
of the regional or rural service provider 
is becoming increasingly difficult as 
they struggle to keep pace with rapidly 
changing operating environments.

in the motor body repair sector, the access 
to information on new and emerging 
technologies is also an issue, as structural 
repairs involving new construction materials 
and new technologies in bonding and fixing 
components are changing dramatically. 
With any motor body repair there is 
also the need for mechanical and other 
systems to be repaired to manufacturer’s 
specifications. collisions are not planned, 
so accessing data from the moment a new 
model is released takes on an even greater 

the AustrAliAn Automotive 
industry is undergoing 

FundAmentAl ChAnge

importance. manufacturers and other sectors 
must identify an industry‑led solution to 
this problem as opposed to legislative or 
regulatory impost, which will be almost 
impossible to police or regulate.

Another longer‑term issue to the motor 
body repair sector is the stated objective 
of manufacturers, in response to public 
policy and consumer demands, to employ 
technologies aimed at removing collision 
risk altogether. While highly desirable, 
this will have major repercussions for the 
motor body repair and insurance industries 
as well as downstream suppliers. collision 
rates worldwide are in decline as current 
technologies take effect. in January 2013 
at the consumer electronics Show in 
las vegas, a prominent manufacturer 
showcased a current model vehicle with 
enhanced on‑board radar, video cameras 
and sensors that not only monitored the 
road, traffic and surroundings, but also 
the driver. the manufacturer told delegates 
its investment in such research was a step 
towards achieving the company’s stated 
aim of producing a car with a zero risk 
of collision.
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Co‑oRDInATED PolICy

concurrent to these types of challenges 
have been ongoing, and often strained, 
relationships within the industry. motor body 
repairers, for example, are also contending 
with an insurance industry vertically 
integrating their business from policy sale to 
vehicle repair. in some locations, the opening 
of these ‘mega shops’ has stripped hundreds 
of repairs out of the motor body industry and 
hastened the exit of some businesses, even 
though there are still large volumes of work.

the ability to address these and a host of 
other issues is made difficult by a lack of 
consistent and co‑ordinated licensing and 
regulations across the country. Some States, 
nSW and WA, have licensing for repairers; 
the remainder do not. Some states have 
mandatory vehicle inspections, others do 
not. there is also a lack of consensus by 
industry on issues like licensing, leading 
to frustration by other stakeholders 
and other parts of the industry itself. 

As it is unlikely to ever get uniform 
pragmatic government solutions to these 
issues, industry must impose self‑regulation, 
adopt value added services, increase 
business acumen and, where necessary, 
potentially even advocate change to 
business models or services. there must 
also be improved services to identify 
and assist those who either by choice, 
or for other reasons, exit the industry.

There Is more compuTIng power In 
a sIngLe modern day moTor vehIcLe 
Than was used In The apoLLo space 
mIssIons To send asTronauTs To 
The moon. 

An Australian example is a 2013 model of Sports utility 
vehicle (Suv), retailing for under $30,000 that includes:

 26 individual computers operating across 

7 different digital networks

 3 on‑board radar systems

 4 medium intensity lasers

 3 ultrasonic proximity systems

 100’s of sophisticated sensors on multiple 
integrated systems and sub‑systems

this vehicle parks itself, keeps itself away from other vehicles 
in heavy traffic, adheres to the lane it is in, speeds up and 
slows down in rhythm with surrounding traffic and a host 
of other safety features, which not only minimise the risk of 
collision, but the severity of the collision if it occurs. Some 
models now even make the necessary calls to emergency 
services in the event of a collision.
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The rapid application of technology and 
other change impacts are forcing new skills 
development and qualifications across 
more than 50 different professions in the 
automotive industry. 

training packages and certification 
requirements of 34 specific automotive 
trade qualifications are also changing to 
reflect a rapidly changing environment.

While it is arguable that core requirements 
of these professions remain, there is an 
increasing and urgent need to attract 
greater numbers of people to motor trades 
professions and for training and qualifications 
development to keep pace with a rapidly 
changing environment. critical will be ongoing 
work to change long held perceptions of what 
motor trades involve and require. today’s 
automotive trade specialists need to be part 
mechanical engineer, part chemical engineer, 
part structural engineer, part computer 
engineer, part mathematician, along 
with further specialisations in hydraulics, 
diagnostics, information technology, 
electrical systems, and other systems. 

investment in human capital remains 
essential in order to meet the demands of 
Australian consumers and the requirements 
in keeping a 17 million strong (and growing) 
national vehicle fleet moving.

ACUTE SkIllS ShoRTAGES

Australia is already facing qualified labour 
shortages in many sectors and this is being 
exacerbated by demands of other industries, 
such as mining and resources, for the same 
skill sets. this echoes those circumstances 
also being experienced in the united States 
and europe. there is significant work 
available for retail motor traders, however 
there are shortages of skilled labour. 
According to an industry scan by Auto Skills 
Australia, in 2012/13 there is an Australian 
shortage of 19,000 skilled mechanics alone. 
on the other hand, there is a need to deal 
with the social consequences of necessary 
industry and sector restructuring. 

Current environment

WorkForCe
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AmiF understands that there are 
opportunities where business 
owners being forced to exit the 
industry, but who do not wish to exit 
the workforce, are able to tap into 
yet‑to‑be‑identified resources designed 
to link with employment opportunities 
in an integrated and co‑ordinated and 
industry‑specific program. equally, 
options for sourcing labour when it 
cannot be filled domestically, such as 
through skilled immigration and 457 
visas, remains a critical industry issue.

Successive governments have 
recognised the value of investment 
in modernising education and 
training systems in order to increase 
productivity and competitiveness 
by upgrading skills and ensuring 
qualifications are relevant. AmiF 
applauds current government 
apprenticeship advisory and mentoring 
programs, which aim to attract more 
people to the automotive industry and 
keep them in the industry during the 
apprenticeship and beyond.

ACCording to An industry 
sCAn, there is A shortAge 
of 19,000 skilled mechanics 
in AustrAliA

Auto Skills Australia, the organisation 
responsible for the development and 
maintenance of nationally accredited 
automotive training qualifications 
in Australia, has made considerable 
progress in its short existence to 
identify and qualify the appropriate 
training packages necessary 
in addressing the challenges 
facing industry. 

traditional views of the professions 
in the automotive industry must also 
change. there is an urgent need 
to re‑educate the public and those 
considering future career options of 
the significant changes in the nature 
of work and skills required in the 
automotive industry.

While actions are underway, there is 
considerable scope for improvements 
by industry and government through 
improved co‑ordination, removal of 
duplicated effort, greater integration 
and focused actions within longer‑term 
strategies to modernise and upgrade 
curricula and skills.
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The motor vehicle remains the most 
recycled consumer product in the world. 

metal recycling; capture and re‑use/sale of 
some components and parts; capture and 
in some cases re‑use of fluids and gases; 
all contribute to increasing sustainability 
and decreasing environmental impact. 
many technologies are aimed at improving 
environmental outcomes and are a high 
priority of car manufacturers, fuel providers 
and other automotive and related sectors. 
Billions of dollars are being invested in 
alternative propulsion technologies including 
hybrid, electric and hydrogen fuel cells. most 
manufacturers embrace the need for change 
and are developing products to address 
changing consumer demands driven by 
higher environmental awareness. 

Current environment

environment

on the compliance front, State and territory 
motor trades Associations and Automobile 
chambers of commerce have anticipated the 
need for more integrated and co‑ordinated 
products to assist businesses meet regulatory 
requirements and societal demands for 
comprehensive management of environment 
impacts. greenStamp is an accreditation 
program designed to assist automotive 
businesses not only meet obligations, but 
exceed them. that program will be further 
refined and move from a State and territory 
based scheme to a national program, but, still 
delivered and administered by AmiF members. 
Again there are opportunities to better align 
commonwealth and State environmental 
regulations and requirements.

despite this good work and 
improvements, however, there remains 
a vacuum in overarching industry 
policy and appropriate industry and 
government response in Australia. 
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ChAnging Consumer 
demAnds Are driven by 
higher environmentAl 

AWAreness And the 
AvAilAbility oF neW 

teChnology
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InFoRMED PolICy REqUIRED

Past and current policy settings have been 
‘ad‑hoc’ and largely characterised by the 
development of ‘policy‑on‑the‑run’ such 
as the ‘cleaner car rebate Scheme’, which 
fortunately died before starting. that policy 
initiative was a clear demonstration of a lack 
of understanding of the broader Australian 
Automotive industry. it would have favoured 
low cost, high volume imports, at the 
expense of local car manufacturing. it would 
have negatively impacted other automotive 
sectors such as retailers, recyclers and 
dismantlers. there was no consideration of 
what the policy, if implemented, would have 
created for downstream sectors. it failed to 
properly define how it would be administered, 
potentially adding further red and green tape 
and costs. these unfortunately are often 
the same characteristics evident in other 
ad‑hoc policy responses to issues impacting 
the automotive industry. other examples of 
inconsistent and uncoordinated automotive 
policy include clarity of pricing; fuel excise; 
proposals to force advertising of tailpipe 
emissions; and the infamous luxury car tax. 

government has also placed great emphasis 
on product stewardship and, while the theory 
and principle is commendable, it has taken 
almost 15 years for one policy program 
(tyres) to reach fruition.

industry is also guilty of taking too long 
to identify, co‑ordinate and enunciate 
common ground in managing competing 
sector interests. Without leadership how 
can government policy makers be expected 
to do better? How do product stewardship 
programs for other car components integrate 
and co‑ordinate? What is the overall plan that 
these initiatives form a part? An opportunity 
remains for an integrated, co‑ordinated 
approach to be developed.

there are examples worldwide of 
end‑of‑vehicle‑life programs designed to 
provide solutions to the effective, efficient 
and environmentally sustainable recycling 
of motor vehicles at a pre‑determined 
product life end. Some manufacturers have 
their own ‘buy‑back’ schemes at end of life 
so they can recycle materials and reduce 
costs of new product.

AmiF is working on a comprehensive 
end‑of‑vehicle‑life Policy framework 
and will, in coming months, take the draft 
of it to other peak automotive organisations 
as a start to identifying an industry‑led 
solution. in turn industry will then work with 
government to progress a policy framework 
for this initiative. 

PAst And Current PoliCy 
settings Are lArgely ‘Ad-hoC’ 
and developed on the run
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one of the tools available to industry 
and government is to jointly use existing 
resources and capability to identify, qualify 
and quantify issues and to design and 
implement responses in partnership.

There has been an under‑utilisation by 
successive Federal Governments of the 
Green Paper / White Paper policy tool. 
AMIF agrees with many commentators, 
including the Institute of Public 
Administration Australia (IPAA), that 
greater application of the Green / White 
paper process is urgently required. 
In April 2012, IPAA issued a discussion 
paper titled Public Policy Drift, which 
advocated future public policy making 
be based on a ‘business case’ approach, 
using the Green and White Paper process 
where ‘Green papers capture and float 
the issues and potential proposals for 
feedback and the White paper outlines 
the final form that policy will take 
before it’s reviewed for legislation.’

AMIF does not believe that such 
whole‑of‑industry issues can be 
adequately addressed by a single 
department or agency. Investigations 
such as Productivity Commission reviews 
do not have the necessary charter for a 
whole‑of‑Government and industry solution.

A nAtionAl 
PlAn

Public policy in the context of the 
Australian automotive industry must 
be targeted, in order to:

 –  quantify and qualify the real contribution 
of the entire automotive industry to the 
social and economic wellbeing of Australia;

 –  identify inefficiencies, potential 
duplication, ‘ad‑hoc’, piecemeal and 
uncoordinated policy responses to 
changing industry operations;

 –  identify the immediate actions 
required to assist industry and 
sector restructuring; and

 –  identify longer‑term policy framework 
for Government investment, regulation, 
and co‑contribution to provide certainty 
and surety.

Such a Green / White Paper process 
requires leadership by a central Government 
portfolio such as Treasury, but would 
ideally also include representation from 
the Departments of Infrastructure and 
Transport; Finance and Deregulation; 
Education, Employment and Workplace 
Relations; Industry, Innovation, Climate 
Change, Science, Research and Tertiary 
Education; the office of Small business and 
national Transport Commission and others.
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The Green / White Paper process will lead to:

 –  the identification, confirmation and 
prioritisation of critical issues facing 
industry;

 –  the mitigation of potential negative 
social and economic consequences of any 
industry restructuring;

 –  improved qualification and co‑ordination 
of government policy, regulation and 
support programs;

 –  the removal of duplicated effort;

 –  improved consumer protection; and

 –  a contribution to manufacturing and 
downstream sector sustainability;

The State and Territory Motor Trades 
Associations and Automobile Chambers 
of Commerce have played a steadying hand 
and strong influence over sector interests 
for, in many cases, almost 100 years. Those 
organisations, AMIF’s members, have a 
practical and theoretical understanding 
of the past, present and future issues 
affecting industry, built from years of 
advocacy and representation underpinned 
by the desire to ensure industry viability, 
professionalism, success and sustainability. 

These Motor Trades Associations and 
Automobile Chambers of Commerce are 
critical in the development, implementation, 
monitoring and continuous improvement of 
industry‑driven solutions.

Along with other peak automotive industry 
associations, AMIF and its members have 
the capacity to significantly input into the 
formation of a better way forward that is 
less reliant on one‑off ‘rescue packages’ 
and support mechanisms that could have 
been avoided had there been a co‑ordinated 
uniform approach in the first instance.

AMIF has developed Automotive 2018 
as the automotive retail, service, repair 
and recycling industry response to these 
challenges as a first step in identifying, 
developing, co‑ordinating and delivering 
pragmatic and quantifiable industry 
response to this generational change. 
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AustrAliAn motor 
industry FederAtion

level 3, 39 Brisbane Avenue 
Barton Act 2600

Po Box 6278 
Kingston Act 2604

Phone: (02) 6273 8222 
Fax: (02) 6273 9399 
email: admin@amif.com.au

www.amif.com.au

mailto:admin%40amif.com.au?subject=Automotive%202018
http://www.amif.com.au
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